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Question No: 1 
What user role must a Pardot user have in order to verify the Salesforce connector? 
A. Sales manager 
B. Sales 
C. Marketing 
D. Administrator 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 2 
An engagement program is using a dynamic list. A prospect was matching the rules of the list and completed 
Steps 1 through 3 of the engagement program. The prospect then was removed from the dynamic list because 
they no longer matched the rules. 
If the prospect is added back to the dynamic list, what can an Administrator expect to happen? 
A. The prospect will continue on the engagement program to Step 3. 
B. The prospect will begin the engagement program again on Step 1. 
C. The prospect will be added to a suppression list used by the engagement program. 
D. The prospect will continue on the engagement program to Step 4. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 3 
How can an interested lead that comes to Lenoxsoft’s website and fills out the Contact Us form receive a 
follow-up email each time he or she submits? 
A. Send using the form’s completion actions. 
B. Send using a segmentation rule. 
C. Send using an engagement program. 
D. Use a dynamic list to use as a recipient list on an email send. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 4 
A prospect believed to be on an engagement program did NOT receive an email. Which three troubleshooting 
steps should an Administrator take to determine why the prospect did NOT receive the email? (Choose three 
answers.) 
A. Check the Audits tab to see if the prospect was on the correct lists when the email was sent. 
B. Check the Lifecycle tab to confirm whether the prospect entered the engagement program before the 
email was sent. 
C. Check the Profile tab to make sure the prospect has the right engagement program profile. 
D. Check the Overview tab to determine whether the prospect is unmailable. 
E. Check the Lists tab to determine whether the prospect is on the recipient list or any suppression lists. 
Answer: B,D,E 
 
Question No: 5 



Which Salesforce field type is unsupported for syncing with Pardot? 
A. Lookup 
B. Picklist 
C. Number 
D. Formula 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 6 
If a form is added to a landing page, where will the submissions be reported? 
A. On the landing page 
B. On the form 
C. On the landing page’s layout template 
D. On the form’s layout template 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 7 
A custom redirect has a completion action to add a tag of “clicked” to all prospects that click it. An unknown 
visitor clicks on the link and then fills out the form as Bob. A prospect also clicks on the link and fills out a 
form as Kate. 
Which three things will affect the prospect records based on these activities? (Choose three answers.) 
A. Bob’s prospect record will have a tag of “clicked” applied to it. 
B. Bob’s prospect record will show him clicking on the link and filling out the form. 
C. Kate’s prospect record will show her clicking on the link and filling out the form. 
D. Kate’s prospect record will have a tag of “clicked” applied to it. 
E. Bob’s visitor record will have a tag of “clicked” applied to it. 
Answer: B,C,D 
 
Question No: 8 
When looking at a landing page report in Pardot, what does unique submissions represent? 
A. The number of times that an anonymous visitor successfully completed a form on the landing page and 
therefore “converted” to a prospect. 
B. The total number of times a form on the landing page has been successfully completed. 
C. The number of individual prospects who viewed the landing page at least once. 
D. The number of individual prospects who submitted the landing page at least once. 
Answer: D 
 
Question No:9 
What behavior should an Administrator expect if a new send email step is added to the middle of an 
engagement program that has been running for several weeks? 
A. All prospects in the engagement program will receive the email, even those who have already reached the 
end. 
B. Only prospects in the engagement program who have NOT reached that step will receive the email. 
C. All prospects in the engagement program who have NOT reached the end will receive the email. 
D. A new email CANNOT be added to an engagement program. 



Answer: B 
 
Question No: 10 
Which two events allow for a prospect’s Pardot campaign to be set? (Choose two answers.) 
A. When new prospects are imported into Pardot via a .csv file. 
B. When the Google Analytics connector is enabled within Pardot, which will associate prospects with third-
party campaigns. 
C. When prospects are added to a static list. 
D. When a profile is associated with the prospects. 
Answer: A,B 
 
Question No: 11 
The “New Customers” engagement program has the “Customers” recipient list and the ‘Partners” suppression 
list added in the program’s setup. 
If a prospect is on both lists, what should an Administrator expect to happen? 
A. The prospect will get none of the emails, but the actions will still trigger. 
B. The prospect will get none of the emails. 
C. The prospect will get all of the emails once. 
D. The prospect will get all of the emails twice. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 12 
Which type of asset is permanently deleted and NOT saved in the recycle bin? 
A. Automation rules 
B. Site searches 
C. Landing pages 
D. Content files 
Answer: D 
 
Question No: 13 
A Marketing Manager meets a new customer at an event. How can they create that new customer as a 
prospect in Pardot? 
A. Create a new lead in Salesforce without an email address. 
B. Add the prospect’s first name and last name to a CSV file and import that into Pardot. 
C. Take a picture of their business card and upload it into Pardot. 
D. Have the prospect submit a form with their name and email address. 
Answer: C,D 
 
Question No: 14 
How is an active visitor different from an identified visitor? 
A. An active visitor is identified by Pardot after visiting a web page. 
B. An active visitor is identified by Pardot after visiting a web page and are NOT ISPs. 
C. An active visitor visited two or more pages regardless of identification. 
D. An active visitor visited two or more pages and have been identified. 



Answer: C 
 
Question No: 15 
What is a capability of an automation rule? 
A. Run an action on a prospect multiple times per day. 
B. Run an action on a prospect the first time the criteria is met. 
C. Run an action on a visitor every time the criteria is met. 
D. Run an action on a prospect or visitor the first time the criteria is met. 
Answer: B 
 
Question No: 16 
Which two Facebook accounts can be posted to using the Pardot Facebook connector? (Choose two answers.) 
A. Video Pages 
B. Linked Instagram Pages 
C. Company Pages 
D. Personal Pages 
Answer: C,D 
 
Question No: 17 
How many social posting connectors can be created in one Pardot account? 
A. There is no limit of social media accounts per social platform. 
B. One social media account per social platform. 
C. Five social media accounts per social platform. 
D. One social media account per user role, per social platform. 
Answer: A 
 
Question No: 18 
Which three activities can increase or decrease a score in the baseline scoring system? (Choose three answers.) 
A. Landing page error 
B. Unsubscribed from email 
C. Assigned to a user 
D. Webinar attended 
E. Form submission 
Answer: A,D,E 
 
Question No: 19 
There are a number of unassigned prospects in the Lenoxsoft database that have NOT been active in more 
than 60 days. An automation rule is set to assign prospects once they reach a score of 100. 
What automatic workflow can be created to prevent them from getting assigned? 
A. Create an automation rule based on the prospects time to adjust their score to 0 if they haven’t been active 
in 60 days. 
B. Create a dynamic list based on the prospects time to adjust their score to 0 if they haven’t been active in 
60 days. 
C. Create a completion action based on the prospects time to adjust their score to 0 if they haven’t been 




